1. Introduction {#sec1-sensors-16-00295}
===============

Energy harvesting from natural resources is unstable since it mainly depends on environment conditions. Thus, it is less attractive to apply into wireless communications networks where terminals are required to be potable and stable. This difficulty motivates the concept of wireless energy harvesting (WEH) which makes mobiles scavenge energy from electromagnetic waves. Specifically, the simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) has more attraction among several wireless energy harvesting techniques. The fundamental idea that lies behind SWIPT is that the receiver can harvest energy and decode information from radio signals \[[@B1-sensors-16-00295]\]. Following the pioneering work, later practical designs for SWIPT receiver architecture have separated the received signal into two orthogonal parts in the domains of time, power, antenna, or space \[[@B2-sensors-16-00295]\]. More specifically, two well-known receiver architectures for SWIPT, namely, time-switching and power-switching, have been intensively studied (see, e.g., \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295],[@B4-sensors-16-00295]\] and the following related works).

On the other hand, cooperative communications using relays have been recognized as an efficient way to extend coverage of wireless networks. Two relaying protocols commonly used for cooperative networks are amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) \[[@B5-sensors-16-00295]\]. In the AF protocol, the relay first amplifies the source signals and then sends the amplified signal to the destination. In the DF protocol, the relay decodes the source signal and then sends the representation of the source signal to the destination. Once there are multiple relays available, relay selection protocols, e.g., partial relay selection \[[@B6-sensors-16-00295]\] and optimal relay selection \[[@B7-sensors-16-00295]\], have been proposed to assist the transmission. Recently, energy harvesting has been showed as an attractive solution to prolong the operation of cooperative networks. By using energy harvesting node as relay, the network life-time can be significantly improved \[[@B8-sensors-16-00295]\].

Different from the conventional cooperative networks, operation of WEH cooperative networks depends on the amount of energy that the relay harvests from the source. More specifically, in order to establish a cooperative transmission between a source-destination pair, the source transmits both energy and information simultaneously to the relay. The relay then uses the harvested energy (but not its own energy) to send the source information to the destination. Thus, performance of the relaying system mainly depends on the energy harvesting process at the relay when the source-destination direct link is not available.

Several works in the literature have studied wireless energy harvesting using RF signal for classical cooperative networks which consist of one source, one destination, and one relay. The authors in \[[@B9-sensors-16-00295]\] investigated a relaying network in which nodes harvest energy in a different fashion: the download links (*i.e.*, access point-source, access point-relay links) are used for wireless energy transfer and the upload link (*i.e.*, source-relay, relay-access point links) are used for wireless information transfer. In \[[@B10-sensors-16-00295]\], the authors investigated a greedy switching policy of whether a relay can transmit or not for a three-node relay network, where the relay harvests energy from source signal. Considering the same three-node relay network using AF protocol, the authors in \[[@B11-sensors-16-00295]\] investigated the throughput performance of two proposed protocols, namely, time switching-based relaying (TSR) protocol and power switching-based relaying (PSR) protocol. Later in \[[@B12-sensors-16-00295]\], the throughput and the ergodic capacity of TSR and PSR protocols are analyzed for a DF cooperative network with one wireless energy harvesting relay. In \[[@B13-sensors-16-00295]\], the authors considered a full-duplex cooperative system, where the relay harvests energy using time-switching architecture and forwards the source signal using either AF or DF protocols.

Assuming that there are multiple available relays that assist the source-destination transmission, relay selection schemes have studied in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks. In our previous work \[[@B14-sensors-16-00295]\], the PRS scheme was investigated in wireless energy harvesting relay networks over independent and identical (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels. The closed-form approximation expression of the OP was derived. The work in \[[@B15-sensors-16-00295]\] used linear program to determine the optimal transmission scheme for a dual-hop relay system with multiple energy harvesting relays in order to minimize the transmission time for a given packet. Assuming that location of relays follows a homogeneous Poisson point process, the authors in \[[@B16-sensors-16-00295]\] investigated three relay selection schemes in the cases of one and multiple sources. Considering the application of WEH to underlay cognitive radio relaying network, the partial relay selection was investigated in \[[@B17-sensors-16-00295]\]. The outage performance of both time switching and power splitting receiver architecture were analyzed. On the other hand, the optimal relay selection scheme for underlay cognitive WEH relay network was studied in \[[@B18-sensors-16-00295]\]. Very recently, in \[[@B19-sensors-16-00295]\], relay selection schemes based on battery information of the wireless energy harvesting relays were investigated.

Different from the above related works, this paper considers dual-hop DF cooperative networks with multiple WEH relays over independent and non-identical (i.n.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels, where the direct link between source and destination is not available due to severe fading or shadowing. We use the power splitting receiver (PSR) mechanism \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295]\] for the relays to harvest energy from the source RF radiation. The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:We are concerned with the application of wireless energy harvesting to cooperative networks. We analyze the performance two popular relay selection schemes, namely, partial relay selection (PRS) and optimal relay selection (ORS) schemes in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks under independent and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels. To the best of authors' knowledge, the study that takes into account both these two schemes together in such fading environment has not been carried out in the literature.We evaluate the performance of those schemes in terms of outage probability (OP) over the independent and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels. Moreover, we provide the new closed-form approximation for the outage probabilities achieved by PRS and ORS schemes, respectively, which have not been appeared in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the integrals in the final outage probabilities, *i.e.*, Equations ([20](#FD20-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([28](#FD28-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), respectively, do not have the closed-form expressions for the case of the limits of the integral that we face against in the paper. In order to solve this issue, we used the Maclaurin series to derive the approximation and then examined the convergence of the approximation.We then provide numerical results in order to show the impacts of system parameters, such as power splitting ratio, relays' position, target data rate on the outage performance of the system. In addition, in our simulation the relays are randomly distributed between the source and the destination which makes the simulation is more realistic compared to the previous works, e.g., \[[@B17-sensors-16-00295],[@B18-sensors-16-00295]\]. On the other hand, the performance comparisons between PRS and ORS schemes are discussed to point out the advantages as well as the drawbacks of each schemes. Additionally, we compare the diversity gains of cooperative networks with and without using wireless energy harvesting technology.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. [Section 2](#sec2-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="sec"} introduces the system model and presents the partial relay selection and optimal relay selection schemes. The outage analysis is carried out in [Section 3](#sec3-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="sec"}. Numerical results are shown in [Section 4](#sec4-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, the conclusions are given in [Section 5](#sec5-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="sec"}.

2. System Model and Relay Selection Schemes {#sec2-sensors-16-00295}
===========================================

2.1. System Description {#sec2dot1-sensors-16-00295}
-----------------------

Let us consider a decode-and-forward cooperative network with one source $\left( S \right)$, one destination $\left( D \right)$, and *K* energy harvesting relays denoted as $R_{k}$ with $k = 1,2,\ldots,K$ as shown in [Figure 1](#sensors-16-00295-f001){ref-type="fig"}. For notational convenience, let $\mathcal{R} = \left\{ R_{k} \middle| k = 1,2,\ldots,K \right\}$ denote the set of the cooperative relays. All nodes are equipped with single antenna and operate in a common frequency band in half-duplex mode. The source is considered as an energy unconstrained node and transmits with a constant transmit power $\mathcal{P}_{S}$. The direct link between the source and the destination is assumed to be not available due to the severe shadowing and path-loss.

Since the source-destination link is not available, we consider the use of cooperative relays and the decode-and-forward protocol at the relays to assist the source-destination transmission. More specifically, a DF relaying transmission between $S$ and $D$ is carried out in each fixed block time *T* and is divided into two phases. We assume perfect synchronization in the network, but how to achieve this synchronization is beyond the scope of this paper. In the first phase of $T/2$ time, the source broadcasts its signals. The cooperative relays listen and harvest energy from the source signals using power splitting receiver architecture. [Figure 2](#sensors-16-00295-f002){ref-type="fig"} depicts the time slot structure of the power splitting receiver mechanism for harvesting energy and information forwarding. By using the power splitting technique, the relay divides the received signal into two streams with the splitting ratio *ρ*, where $0 < \rho < 1$. The stream with power of $\rho\mathcal{P}_{\mathtt{rx},R_{k}}$ is used for energy harvesting, where $\mathcal{P}_{\mathtt{rx},R_{k}}$ denotes the received power from the source during the first phase at the *k*-th relay. The remaining stream with power of $\left( 1 - \rho \right)\mathcal{P}_{\mathtt{rx},R_{k}}$ is used for information decoding \[[@B2-sensors-16-00295]\].

In the second phase of $T/2$ time, only the best relay among *K* available cooperative relays is selected by either partial relay selection (PRS) or optimal relay selection (ORS) schemes to forward the re-encoded version of the received source signal to the destination. Using PRS scheme, the best relay is selected based on the channel state information (CSI) of one of the two hops, *i.e.*, source-relay or relay-destination hops. In contrast, the ORS scheme chooses the best relay which provides the best end-to-end path between source and destination. Different from the PRS and ORS schemes that have been studied in the conventional cooperative networks, the transmit power of the best relay in wireless powered cooperative networks depends on the energy that it harvests from the source signal. As a result, the performance of the relay selection schemes depends on the energy harvesting strategy at the relays in which the power slitting ratio *ρ* is the main parameter. It is noticed that in our system model, we assume that the source signal is the only source that provides energy for the relays and the harvested energy is the only source of transmit power of the relays.

Additionally, we assume that all wireless links exhibit frequency non-selective Rayleigh block fading, *i.e.*, channel coefficients are constant during one block time *T*. The independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) assumption is often used in performance analysis of cooperative networks, e.g., in \[[@B9-sensors-16-00295],[@B11-sensors-16-00295],[@B13-sensors-16-00295],[@B14-sensors-16-00295],[@B17-sensors-16-00295]\]. In this paper, we however investigate the relay selection schemes over independent and non-identical (i.n.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels which is more closely to practical wireless networks.

A question raised is how relay selection schemes chooses the best relay among available relays. In a centralized design, there is a coordinator which collects the instantaneous channel state information in the networks. It then makes the the decision on the selected relay based on a certain criteria (see, e.g., \[[@B20-sensors-16-00295],[@B21-sensors-16-00295]\] and the references therein). In decentralized fashion, since there is no coordinator point choosing the best relay, the destination, for example as in \[[@B7-sensors-16-00295]\], broadcasts a clear-to-send (CTS) packet to trigger relays to start their count-down time to transmit. Based on certain criteria (e.g., the distance from relays to the destination), the best relay which has smallest count-down time will seize the channel. In this paper, we focus on investigating the application of wireless energy to data transmission while the energy spent for sending control messages is negligible.

It is noticed that the PRS scheme selects the optimal relay based on the channel state information (CSI) of the channel from source to relays while the ORS scheme takes into account the CSI of both source-relays and relays-destination channels. It is pointed out that the ORS scheme increases the cooperative overhead compared to the PRS scheme \[[@B16-sensors-16-00295]\]. As we mentioned above, the effects of overhead on system performance is beyond the scope of this paper. In line with the related works, we here assume that the CSI is available at any terminals in the network. On the other hand, the PSR scheme takes into account the impact of the energy harvesting process on the selection of the best relay. As described in Equation ([2](#FD2-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the energy harvesting process at each relay takes into account only the channel gain of the first hop. The CSI of the second hop does not involve in the energy harvesting process. Based on the criteria described in Equation ([8](#FD8-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the best relay is also the relay that harvests the highest energy from the source signal during the first phase. Therefore, the PRS scheme can choose the best relay with the highest harvested energy while the ORS scheme does not point out the harvested energy information of the chosen relay.

In the following, we first present the signal modeling of the the DF relaying protocol and the energy harvesting process, and then the PRS and ORS scheme are mathematically presented.

2.2. Signal Modeling {#sec2dot2-sensors-16-00295}
--------------------

The received signal at the relay $R_{k}$ from the source $S$ is given by $$y_{{SR}_{k}} = \sqrt{\mathcal{P}_{S}}h_{{SR}_{k}}s + w_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}}$$ where $h_{{SR}_{k}}$ is the fading coefficient of the channel from $S$ to $R_{k}$, *s* denotes the transmitted signal from the source and we assume that $\mathbb{E}\left\{ \middle| s \middle| {}_{2} \right\} = 1$, where $\mathbb{E}\left\{ \cdot \right\}$ is the statistical expectation operator, $\left| \cdot \right|$ is the absolute value operator, $w_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}} \sim \mathcal{CN}{(0,\sigma_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}}^{2})}$ is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) caused by the antenna of the *k*-th relay.

Considering power splitting receiver mechanism, $\sqrt{\rho}y_{{SR}_{k}}$ is used for harvesting energy, the remaining received signal $\sqrt{1 - \rho}y_{{SR}_{k}}$ is used for decoding the source information. Here, *ρ* denotes the power splitting ratio. In this paper, we want to focus on investigating the performance of relay selection schemes in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks instead of the performance of the wireless energy harvesting process. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that all relays have the same power splitting ratios. This mechanism is called static power splitting \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295],[@B22-sensors-16-00295]\]. Thus, the harvested energy during the first phase at relay $R_{k}$ can be expressed as \[[@B11-sensors-16-00295]\] $$\mathcal{E}_{R_{k}} = \eta\rho\mathcal{P}_{S}g_{{SR}_{k}}T/2$$ where $0 < \eta < 1$ is the energy conversion efficiency, and $g_{{SR}_{k}} \triangleq \left| h_{{SR}_{k}} \right|^{2}$ is the channel gain of the channel between $S$ and $R_{k}$.

The remaining received signal stream is converted into baseband signal for decoding the source information. The received baseband signal at the relay $R_{k}$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
y_{{SR}_{k}}^{\mathtt{base}} & {= \sqrt{1 - \rho}y_{{SR}_{k}}} \\
 & {= \sqrt{\left( 1 - \rho \right)}\left( {\sqrt{\mathcal{P}_{S}}h_{{SR}_{k}}s + w_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}}} \right) + w_{\mathtt{c},R_{k}}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $y_{{SR}_{k}}^{\mathtt{base}}$ denotes the received baseband signal, $w_{\mathtt{c},R_{k}} \sim \mathcal{CN}{(0,\sigma_{\mathtt{c},R_{k}}^{2})}$ is the AWGN caused by the process of downconverting signal from passband to baseband \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295]\]. Recalling that the received signal at the wireless energy harvesting relay is affected by two kinds of noise, *i.e.*, one is created by the antenna of the relay, and the other one is created by signal conversion process \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295]\]. Each kind of noise has different impact on the performance of the harvesting energy process \[[@B11-sensors-16-00295]\]. However, we are not going to investigate the impact of the noises at the receiver on the OP of the considered schemes in this paper.

From Equation ([3](#FD3-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the relay $R_{k}$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
\gamma_{{SR}_{k}} & {= \frac{\left( 1 - \rho \right)\mathcal{P}_{S}g_{{SR}_{k}}}{\left( 1 - \rho \right)\sigma_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}}^{2} + \sigma_{\mathtt{c},R_{k}}^{2}}} \\
 & {= \Psi_{R}g_{{SR}_{k}}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\Psi_{R} = \left( {\left( 1 - \rho \right)\mathcal{P}_{S}} \right)/\left( {\left( 1 - \rho \right)\sigma_{R}^{2} + \sigma_{R}^{2}} \right)$, and for the sake of simplicity, we assume that all relays have the same noise variance, *i.e.*, $\sigma_{\mathtt{a},R_{k}}^{2} = \sigma_{\mathtt{c},R_{k}}^{2} = \sigma_{R}^{2}$.

Considering the DF protocol, the relay decodes the source signal and then forwards the re-encoded signal to the destination. Since all the energy harvested during the first phase is used to forward the source signal in the second phase of $T/2$ time, using Equation ([2](#FD2-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the transmit power of $R_{k}$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
\mathcal{P}_{R_{k}} & {= \frac{\mathcal{E}_{R_{k}}}{T/2}} \\
 & {= \eta\rho\mathcal{P}_{S}g_{{SR}_{k}}} \\
\end{array}$$

The received signal at $D$ from $R_{k}$ is given by $$y_{R_{k}D} = \sqrt{\mathcal{P}_{R_{k}}}h_{R_{k}D}\overline{s} + w_{D}$$ where $h_{R_{k}D}$ is the fading coefficient of the channel from $R_{k}$ to $D$, $\overline{s}$ is the re-encoded version of *s*, and $w_{D} \sim \mathcal{CN}{(0,\sigma_{D}^{2})}$ is the AWGN at $D$.

From Equations ([5](#FD5-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([6](#FD6-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the instantaneous SNR of the channel between $R_{k}$ and $D$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
\gamma_{R_{k}D} & {= \frac{\eta\rho\mathcal{P}_{S}g_{{SR}_{k}}g_{R_{k}D}}{\sigma_{D}^{2}}} \\
 & {= \Psi_{D}g_{{SR}_{k}}g_{R_{k}D}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\Psi_{D} = \eta\rho\mathcal{P}_{S}/\sigma_{D}^{2}$.

2.3. Relay Selection Schemes {#sec2dot3-sensors-16-00295}
----------------------------

Aiming at improving the system performance, we here consider relay selection schemes in order to choose the best relay that assist the transmission between $S$ and $D$. In this paper, two relay selection schemes, namely, partial relay selection scheme (PRS) and optimal relay selection scheme (ORS), are considered.

### 2.3.1. Partial Relay Selection (PRS) Scheme {#sec2dot3dot1-sensors-16-00295}

In PRS scheme, the relay that has the highest instantaneous SNR of the channel from $S$ to $R_{k}$ will be selected as the best relay, and it will assist the source-destination transmission. Mathematically, the best relay, denoted as $R_{b}^{PRS}$, where $b \in \mathcal{R}$, is chosen as $$R_{b}^{PRS} = \arg\max\limits_{k \in \mathcal{R}}\gamma_{{SR}_{k}}$$ where $\mathcal{R}$ represents the set of relays, *i.e.*, $\mathcal{R} \triangleq \left\{ R_{k} \middle| k = 1,2,...,N \right.$}.

### 2.3.2. Optimal Relay Selection (ORS) Scheme {#sec2dot3dot2-sensors-16-00295}

In DF protocol, the end-to-end transmission is in failure if one of the two hops is corrupted. Thus, the end-to-end SNR of the path from $S$ via $R_{k}$ to $D$ is given by $$\gamma_{e2e,k} = \min\left( \gamma_{{SR}_{k}},\gamma_{R_{k}D} \right)$$

The ORS scheme takes into account the instantaneous SNR of both the link from $S$ to $R_{k}$ and the link from $R_{k}$ to $D$. More specifically, the relay that has the highest end-to-end instantaneous SNR is viewed as the optimal relay. Mathematically, the best relay, denoted as $R_{b}^{ORS}$, where $b \in \mathcal{R}$, is chosen as $$R_{b}^{ORS} = \arg\max\limits_{k \in \mathcal{R}}\gamma_{e2e,k}$$

3. Performance Analysis {#sec3-sensors-16-00295}
=======================

In this section, we will study the performance of the considered schemes in terms of outage probability over i.n.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The outage probability of the system is defined as the probability that the system capacity is below a fixed transmission rate, $\mathcal{R}_{th}$ in bits/sec/Hz \[[@B23-sensors-16-00295]\]. Note that, throughout this paper, the notation "OP" stands for outage probability but does not for outage performance.

Assuming that all wireless channels in the network exhibit Rayleigh fading, the channel gains, $g_{ij} \triangleq \left| h_{ij} \right|^{2}$, are independent and exponential random variables with means of $\lambda_{ij}$, where $i \in \mathcal{S} \triangleq \left\{ S,R_{k} \right\}$ and $j \in \mathcal{D} \triangleq \left\{ R_{k},D \right\}$. Therefore, the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (CDF) of $g_{ij}$ are given by $$\begin{aligned}
{F_{g_{ij}}\left( z \right)} & {= 1 - e^{- \frac{z}{\lambda_{ij}}}} \\
\end{aligned}$$ $$\begin{aligned}
{f_{g_{ij}}\left( z \right)} & {= \frac{1}{\lambda_{ij}}e^{- \frac{z}{\lambda_{ij}}}} \\
\end{aligned}$$ respectively, where $\lambda_{ij} = d_{ij}^{- \beta}$ is the average channel gain, $d_{ij}$ is the Euclid distance between node *i* and node *j*, *β* is the path-loss exponent.

3.1. Outage Performance of the PRS Scheme {#sec3dot1-sensors-16-00295}
-----------------------------------------

The capacity of the channel from $S$ to $R_{b}^{PRS}$, and from $R_{b}^{PRS}$ to $D$ is given by $$\mathcal{C}_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} = \frac{1}{2}\log_{2}{(1 + \gamma_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS})},\mathcal{C}_{R_{b}D}^{PRS} = \frac{1}{2}\log_{2}{(1 + \gamma_{R_{b}D}^{PRS})}$$ respectively, where the factor $1/2$ appears because we consider a dual-hop transmission, $\gamma_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}\mspace{600mu} \triangleq \mspace{600mu}\max_{k \in \mathcal{R}}\gamma_{{SR}_{k}}$ represents the SNR of the channel from the source to the best relay which is selected by the PRS scheme, and $\gamma_{R_{b}D}^{PRS}$ represents the SNR of the channel from the best relay to the destination and is treated as $\gamma_{R_{k}D}$.

In dual-hop DF transmission, the failure of one of the two hops leads to the failure of the transmission. Thus, the outage probability of the PRS scheme, $P_{out}^{PRS}$, is mathematically written as $$P_{out}^{PRS} = \Pr{(\mathcal{C}_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} < \mathcal{R}_{th})} + \Pr{(\mathcal{C}_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} \geq \mathcal{R}_{th},\mathcal{C}_{R_{b}D}^{PRS} < \mathcal{R}_{th})}$$ **Lemma 1.** *Let $g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} \triangleq \max_{k \in \mathcal{R}}g_{{SR}_{k}}$ denote the instantaneous channel gain of the channel from the source to the best relay that selected by the PRS scheme. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) of $g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}$ are given as* $$\begin{aligned}
{F_{g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}}\left( z \right)} & {= 1 - \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{k - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{k}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{k} = 1}^{K}}e^{- x\sum_{t = 1}^{k}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}} \\
\end{aligned}$$ $$\begin{aligned}
{f_{g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}}\left( z \right)} & {= \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{k - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{k}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{k} = 1}^{K}}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{k}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}e^{- x\sum_{t = 1}^{k}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}} \\
\end{aligned}$$ *respectively.* **Proof.** See [Appendix A](#app1-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="app"}. ☐

Using Equations ([4](#FD4-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([7](#FD7-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the OP of the PRS scheme is further expressed as $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{out}^{PRS} & {= \Pr{(\gamma_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} < \gamma_{th})} + \Pr{(\gamma_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} \geq \gamma_{th},\gamma_{R_{b}D}^{PRS} < \gamma_{th})}} \\
 & {= \underset{I_{1}}{\underset{︸}{\Pr(\Psi_{R}g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}<\gamma_{th})}} + \underset{I_{2}}{\underset{︸}{\Pr(\Psi_{R}g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}\geq\gamma_{th},\Psi_{D}g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}g_{R_{b}D}^{PRS}<\gamma_{th})}}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\gamma_{th} \triangleq 2^{2\mathcal{R}_{th}} - 1$ denotes the SNR threshold for correctly decoding information.

By using Equation ([15](#FD15-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in Lemma 1, $I_{1}$ is obtained as $$\begin{array}{cl}
I_{1} & {= \Pr\left( {g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} < \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}}} \right)} \\
 & {= 1 - \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{k - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{k}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{k} = 1}^{K}}e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}}\sum_{t = 1}^{k}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}} \\
\end{array}$$ **Corollary 1.** *By applying Lemma 1, the term $I_{2}$ in Equation ([17](#FD17-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is obtained as* $$\begin{array}{cl}
I_{2} & {= \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\sum\limits_{l = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{l - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{l}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{l} = 1}^{K}}e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}}\sum_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}} - \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\int_{\gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R}}^{\infty}e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}x}}} \\
 & { \times \sum\limits_{l = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{l - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{l}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{l} = 1}^{K}}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}e^{- x\sum_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}dx} \\
\end{array}$$ **Proof.** See [Appendix B](#app2-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="app"}. ☐

By plugging Equations ([18](#FD18-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([19](#FD19-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into Equation ([17](#FD17-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and after some arrangements, the outage probability $P_{out}^{PRS}$ is obtained as $$\begin{aligned}
P_{out}^{PRS} & {= 1 - \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\sum\limits_{l = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{l - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{l}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{l} = 1}^{K}}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}\int_{\gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R}}^{\infty}e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}x} - x\sum_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}dx} \\
\end{aligned}$$

To the best of the authors' knowledge, an exact closed-form expression for the integral in Equation ([20](#FD20-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is not available for the case of $0 < \gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R} < \infty$. We next provide the derivation of the closed-form approximation for the outage probability of the PRS scheme.

In order to approximate Equation ([20](#FD20-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), let us consider the following integral $$A = \int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}e^{- \frac{b_{1}}{x} - c_{1}x}dx$$ where $a_{1} = \gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R} > 0$, $b_{1} = \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}}$, and $c_{1} = \sum_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}$. Note that when $a_{1} = 0$, the integral Equation ([21](#FD21-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be easily derived by using Equation (3.324.1) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\].

Using Maclaurin series for the term $e^{- \frac{b_{1}}{x}}$ , Equation ([21](#FD21-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is further expressed as $$\begin{array}{cl}
A & {= \int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}e^{- c_{1}x}\sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}b_{1}^{n}}{n!x^{n}}dx} \\
 & {= \sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}b_{1}^{n}}{n!}\int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}\frac{e^{- c_{1}x}}{x^{n}}dx} \\
 & {= \int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}e^{- c_{1}x}dx + b_{1}\int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}\frac{e^{- c_{1}x}}{x}dx + \sum\limits_{n = 2}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}b_{1}^{n}}{n!}\int_{a_{1}}^{\infty}\frac{e^{- c_{1}x}}{x^{n}}dx} \\
\end{array}$$

After some manipulations, and with the help of Equation (3.353.1) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\], Equation ([21](#FD21-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be obtained as $$\begin{aligned}
A & {= \frac{e^{- a_{1}c_{1}}}{c_{1}} - b_{1}\Gamma\left( 0,a_{1}c_{1} \right) + \sum\limits_{n = 2}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}b_{1}^{n}}{n!}\left\lbrack {e^{- a_{1}c_{1}}\sum\limits_{v = 1}^{n - 1}\frac{\left( v - 1 \right)!\left( - c_{1} \right)^{n - v - 1}}{\left( n - 1 \right)!a_{1}^{k}} - \frac{\left( - c_{1} \right)^{n - 1}}{\left( n - 1 \right)!}{Ei}\left( - a_{1}c_{1} \right)} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{aligned}$$ where $\Gamma\left( \cdot , \cdot \right)$ is the incomplete gamma function, defined in Equation (3.350.2) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\], and ${Ei}\left( \cdot \right)$ is the exponential integral function, defined in Equation (8.211.1) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\]. By plugging Equation ([23](#FD23-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into Equation ([20](#FD20-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we obtain the closed-form expression of the approximation of the PRS scheme's outage probability.

3.2. Outage Performance of the ORS Scheme {#sec3dot2-sensors-16-00295}
-----------------------------------------

The end-to-end capacity of the channel from $S$ via $R_{b}^{ORS}$ to $D$ is given by $$\mathcal{C}_{e2e,b}^{ORS} = \frac{1}{2}\log_{2}{(1 + \gamma_{e2e,b}^{ORS})}$$ where $\gamma_{e2e,b}^{ORS} \triangleq \max_{k \in \mathcal{R}}\gamma_{e2e,k}$ represents the end-to-end SNR of the path from $S$ to $D$ via the best relay which is selected by the ORS scheme.

In order to derive the OP of the ORS scheme, we first find the CDF of the end-to-end SRN of the DF transmission. **Lemma 2.** *Let $\gamma_{e2e,k} = \min\left( \gamma_{{SR}_{k}},\gamma_{R_{k}D} \right)$ denote the end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio of the path from the source to the destination via the k-th relay $R_{k}$. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of $\gamma_{e2e,k}$ is given as* $$\begin{aligned}
{F_{\gamma_{e2e,k}}\left( z \right)} & {= 1 - e^{- \frac{z}{\Psi_{R}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}} - \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}}} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}\int_{0}^{\Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D}}e^{- \frac{z}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}x} - \frac{x}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}}dx} \\
\end{aligned}$$ **Proof.** See [Appendix C](#app3-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="app"}. ☐

For the ORS scheme, the outage probability $P_{out}^{ORS}$ is mathematically written as $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{out}^{ORS} & {= \Pr(\mathcal{C}_{e2e,b}^{ORS} < \mathcal{R}_{th})} \\
 & {= \Pr(\gamma_{e2e,b}^{ORS} < \gamma_{th})} \\
\end{array}$$

Using the definition of the end-to-end SNR in Equation ([24](#FD24-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and due to the fact that wireless channels are assumed to be independent, $P_{out}^{ORS}$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{out}^{ORS} & {= \Pr\left( {\max\limits_{k \in \mathcal{R}}\gamma_{e2e,k} < \gamma_{th}} \right)} \\
 & {= \prod\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\Pr\left( {\gamma_{e2e,k} < \gamma_{th}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

Apply Lemma 2 into Equation ([27](#FD27-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the outage probability of ORS scheme is obtained as $$P_{out}^{ORS} = \prod\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}} - \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}}} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}\int_{0}^{\Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D}}e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}x} - \frac{x}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}}dx} \right)$$

To the best of authors' knowledge, the exact closed-form expression of the integral in Equation ([28](#FD28-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the case of $0 < \Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D} < \infty$ is not available. We next provide the derivation of the closed-form approximation for the outage probability of the ORS scheme.

In order to approximate Equation ([28](#FD28-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we consider the following integral $$B = \int_{0}^{a_{2}}e^{- \frac{b_{2}}{x} - c_{2}x}dx$$ where $a_{2} = \Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D} < \infty$, $b_{2} = \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}}$, $c_{2} = \frac{1}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}$. Note that when $\left. a_{2}\rightarrow\infty \right.$, the integral Equation ([29](#FD29-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be easily derived by using Equation (3.324.1) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\].

Using Maclaurin series for the term $e^{- c_{2}x}$ in the integral, and after some manipulations and arrangements, Equation ([29](#FD29-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is obtained as $$\begin{array}{cl}
B & {= \int_{0}^{a_{2}}e^{- \frac{b_{2}}{x}}\sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}c_{2}^{n}}{n!}x^{n}dx} \\
 & {= \sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}c_{2}^{n}}{n!}\int_{0}^{a_{2}}x^{n}e^{- \frac{b_{2}}{x}}dx} \\
 & {= \sum\limits_{n = 0}^{\infty}\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{n}c_{2}^{n}}{n!b_{2}^{- 1 - n}}\Gamma\left( {- 1 - n,\frac{b_{2}}{a_{2}}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\Gamma\left( \cdot , \cdot \right)$ is the incomplete gamma function, defined in Equation (3.350.2) in \[[@B24-sensors-16-00295]\]. By plugging Equation ([30](#FD30-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into Equation ([28](#FD28-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we obtain the closed-form expression of the approximation of the ORS scheme's outage probability.

4. Numerical Results {#sec4-sensors-16-00295}
====================

In this section, the analytical results are validated by the simulation results. In addition, through numerical results, we provide the performance comparison between PRS and ORS schemes, and examine the effect of the number of relays on the outage performance in both schemes. We then make comparison on performance of wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks and the conventional cooperative networks. We use MATLAB to run the Monte-Carlo simulation and get the simulation results.

Without loss of generality, we consider the relay network in a square of unit area. The coordinates of the source $S$ and the destination $D$ are $S = \left( 0,0.5 \right)$ and $D = \left( 1,0.5 \right)$, respectively. The set of available relays has five nodes and they are randomly distributed in the square of unit area. The coordinates of the relays are as follows: $R_{1} = \left( 0.1,0.2 \right)$, $R_{2} = \left( 0.3,0.7 \right)$, $R_{3} = \left( 0.4,0.5 \right)$, $R_{4} = \left( 0.7,0.8 \right)$, and $R_{5}\mspace{600mu} = \mspace{600mu}\left( 0.9,0.1 \right)$. In each trial, the best relay among the set $\mathcal{R}$ will be selected to assist the source-destination transmission.

Unless otherwise stated, we set the simulation parameters as follows: energy harvesting efficiency $\eta = 1$, path loss exponent $\beta = 3$. For the sake of simplicity, noise powers are set as $\sigma_{R}^{2} = \sigma_{D}^{2} = 1$ as in \[[@B3-sensors-16-00295],[@B17-sensors-16-00295],[@B19-sensors-16-00295]\].

In [Figure 3](#sensors-16-00295-f003){ref-type="fig"}, we examine the convergence of the approximation for the outage probabilities of both PRS and ORS schemes. Here $N_{terms}$ denotes the number of terms that we use in the Maclaurin series. As we can see from [Figure 3](#sensors-16-00295-f003){ref-type="fig"} that the approximations quickly converge to the exact values after just few terms, *i.e.*, 4 terms.

In [Figure 4](#sensors-16-00295-f004){ref-type="fig"}, we plot the exact analytical results, the approximation of the analytical results, and the simulation results of the outage probabilities as a function of the transmit power of the source $\mathcal{P}_{S}$. We can observe from the [Figure 4](#sensors-16-00295-f004){ref-type="fig"} that the simulation results are well matched with the analysis results, confirming the correctness of our analysis.

[Figure 5](#sensors-16-00295-f005){ref-type="fig"} presents the outage probability of the two schemes as a function of the power splitting ratio *ρ*. From [Figure 5](#sensors-16-00295-f005){ref-type="fig"}, we can observe that the outage probability is a convex function with respect to the power splitting ratio $\rho \in \left( 0,1 \right)$. Therefore, there is an optimal value of *ρ* for which the OP is minimum. For example, with our current parameter setting, the optimal value of *ρ* is statistically around $0.3$ for both schemes. As we can see in [Figure 5](#sensors-16-00295-f005){ref-type="fig"}, the OP of both PRS and ORS schemes decreases as *ρ* increases from 0 to the optimal value and then it increases as *ρ* increases from the optimal value to 1. The reason is that increasing value of *ρ* results in the higher transmit power that the relay uses for sending the source information to the destination. Consequently, the better received SNR at the destination in the second phase is obtained and the OP of relay-destination transmission decreases. However, as the power splitting ratio *ρ* increases higher than the optimal value, the less energy is used for the relay to decode the information from the source signal. Therefore, the OP of the source-relay transmission increases. Note that the relay cannot harvest energy and decode information of the source signal at the same time. Hence, increasing power splitting ratio results in more energy can be harvested and used to forwarding signal, but less energy remains for decoding information.

[Figure 6](#sensors-16-00295-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows the outage probability of the two schemes as a function of *x*-coordinate of relays. In order to examine the effect of relays' position on system performance, we choose the set of 5 relays $\mathcal{R} = \left\{ R_{k} \middle| k = 1,2,\ldots,5 \right\}$ with the same *x*-coordinates $x_{R}$, where $R_{1} = \left( x_{R},0.3 \right)$, $R_{2} = \left( x_{R},0.4 \right)$, $R_{3} = \left( x_{R},0.5 \right)$, $R_{4} = \left( x_{R},0.6 \right)$, and $R_{5} = \left( x_{R},0.7 \right)$. As we can see in [Figure 6](#sensors-16-00295-f006){ref-type="fig"}, the OP increases as the relays horizontally move far away from the source and toward to the destination. This can be explained that due to the path-loss effects, as the distance between the source and the relay increases, the received power at the relay decreases, thus less energy can be harvested. On the other hand, the transmit power of the relay in the second phase depends only on the harvested energy during the first phase. Consequently, the OP of the system increases.

In [Figure 7](#sensors-16-00295-f007){ref-type="fig"}, we show the outage probability of the two schemes as a function of the target data rate $\mathcal{R}_{th}$. Increasing target data rate $\mathcal{R}_{th}$ allows the source and the relays transmit with higher data rate. However, as shown in [Figure 7](#sensors-16-00295-f007){ref-type="fig"}, the OP of the wireless energy harvesting relaying system increases along with the increasing of the target data rate.

From [Figure 5](#sensors-16-00295-f005){ref-type="fig"} to [Figure 7](#sensors-16-00295-f007){ref-type="fig"}, we can observe that for a given system parameter (e.g., *ρ*, $x_{R}$, or $\mathcal{R}_{th}$), the OP of the PRS scheme is higher than that of the ORS scheme. In other words, the ORS scheme outperforms the PRS scheme. As shown in those figures, the different gap of performance gradually decreases as the value of those system parameters increases. On the other hand, based on the slope of the curves in [Figure 6](#sensors-16-00295-f006){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 7](#sensors-16-00295-f007){ref-type="fig"}, it is pointed out that the location of relays and the target data rate have more impact on the OP of the ORS scheme than that of the PRS scheme. In addition, the slope of the OP curve of the ORS scheme is larger than that of the PRS scheme. In other words, the ORS scheme achieves lager diversity gain than the PRS scheme does.

We next compare the performance of PRS and ORS schemes in wireless energy harvesting cooperative with those in conventional cooperative networks (*i.e.*, without using energy harvesting at relays) by using simulation results. In conventional cooperative networks, the relays are not powered by using the WEH technology. In stead of that, the relays forward the source signal with a constant transmit power from their own energy. We assume that the source and the relays use the same transmit power level in conventional cooperative networks.

[Figure 8](#sensors-16-00295-f008){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 9](#sensors-16-00295-f009){ref-type="fig"} present the performance comparisons between the WEH cooperative networks and the conventional cooperative networks in the case of using PRS scheme and ORS scheme, respectively. To capture the effect of using wireless energy harvesting on relay selection, we plot the OP of the two schemes as a function of *ρ* under different value of $\mathcal{R}_{th}$. As it can be seen in [Figure 8](#sensors-16-00295-f008){ref-type="fig"}, the PRS scheme with WEH gives better outage performance than without using WEH, especially at low data rate transmission. In contrast to the PRS scheme, the WEH technology just improves the performance of the ORS scheme in some specific ranges of the value of the power splitting ratio *ρ* as can be observer in [Figure 9](#sensors-16-00295-f009){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 10](#sensors-16-00295-f010){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 11](#sensors-16-00295-f011){ref-type="fig"} plot the OP of the two schemes, respectively, as a function of transmit power of the source $\mathcal{P}_{S}$ in order to show the diversity gain of the cooperative networks with and without using WEH technology. As shown in [Figure 10](#sensors-16-00295-f010){ref-type="fig"}, when the number of relays increases from $K = 2$ to 5, the OP of PRS scheme with WEH decreases while the the one of PRS scheme without WEH does not vary. The OP of the ORS scheme decreases as the number of relays increases in both WEH and conventional cooperative networks as shown in [Figure 11](#sensors-16-00295-f011){ref-type="fig"}. On the other hand, we can observe that as the transmit power of the source increases, the outage performance in both schemes is better.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-sensors-16-00295}
==============

In this paper, we are concerned with the outage performance of a dual-hop DF relaying network where the relays are equipped with wireless energy harvesting technology. On the other hand, relay selection schemes are used in the network in order to increase the diversity gain. We investigated two relay selection schemes: partial relay selection (PRS) and optimal relay selection (ORS) scheme. The PRS scheme selects the relay that will assist the source-destination transmission based only the CSI of the channel from source to the relays, while the ORS scheme takes into account the CSI of both two hops. The system performance is analyzed in terms of outage probability over the independent and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels. We have obtained the closed-form approximation for the outage probabilities of both schemes. The numerical results have shown that the ORS scheme provides better outage performance and larger diversity gain compared to the PRS scheme for the same network setting. However, the ORS scheme increases the cooperative overhead and is more dependent on the relays' position and the target data rate than the PRS scheme. On the other hand, the PRS scheme provides better outage performance and obtain higher diversity gain in WEH cooperative networks compared to the convention cooperative networks where the WEH technology is not used at the relays.
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Using Equation ([11](#FD11-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the CDF of $g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}$ is given by $$\begin{array}{cl}
F_{g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}} & {= \Pr(g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} < z)} \\
 & {= \Pr\left( {\max\limits_{k \in \mathcal{R}}g_{{SR}_{k}} < z} \right)} \\
 & {= \prod\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( g_{{SR}_{k}} < z \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

The last equal sign in Equation ([A1](#FD31-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is due to the fact that the channels are assumed to be independent. On the other hand, $g_{{SR}_{k}}$ follows exponential distribution with parameter $\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}$, the CDF of $g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}$ is further expressed as $$F_{g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}} = \prod\limits_{k = 1}^{K}{(1 - e^{- \frac{z}{\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}}})}$$

By using the identity \[[@B25-sensors-16-00295]\] $$\prod\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( 1 - x_{k} \right) = 1 - \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{k - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{k}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{k} = 1}^{K}}\prod\limits_{t = 1}^{k}x_{n_{t}},$$ the CDF of $g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}$ is obtained as in Equation ([15](#FD15-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Taking derivative of Equation ([15](#FD15-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we easily obtain the corresponding PDF Equation ([16](#FD16-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Let $x \triangleq g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}$. $I_{2}$ conditioned on *x* is obtained as $$\begin{array}{cl}
I_{2} & {= \Pr(\Psi_{R}g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS} \geq \gamma_{th},\Psi_{D}g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}g_{R_{b}D}^{PRS} < \gamma_{th})} \\
 & {= \Pr\left( {g_{R_{b}D}^{PRS} < \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}x}\left| x \geq \right.\frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

By using the total probability theorem, $I_{2}$ is further obtained as $$\begin{array}{cl}
I_{2} & {= \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\Pr\left( {g_{R_{k}D} < \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}x}\left| x \geq \right.\frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{R}}} \right)} \\
 & {= \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\int_{\gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R}}^{\infty}F_{g_{R_{k}D}}\left( \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}x} \right)f_{g_{{SR}_{b}}^{PRS}}\left( x \right)dx} \\
\end{array}$$

Using Equation ([15](#FD15-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in Lemma 1, and after some algebraic manipulations, $I_{2}$ is obtained as $$\begin{aligned}
I_{2} & {= \frac{1}{K}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}\int_{\gamma_{th}/\Psi_{R}}^{\infty}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{\gamma_{th}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}x}}} \right)\sum\limits_{l = 1}^{K}\left( - 1 \right)^{l - 1}\underset{n_{1} < \cdots < n_{l}}{\sum\limits_{n_{1} = 1}^{K}\cdots\sum\limits_{n_{l} = 1}^{K}}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}e^{- x\sum_{t = 1}^{l}\frac{1}{\lambda_{{SR}_{n_{t}}}}}dx} \\
\end{aligned}$$

With some arrangements, we obtain $I_{2}$ as in Equation ([19](#FD19-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

From Equations ([4](#FD4-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([7](#FD7-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the CDF of $\gamma_{e2e,k}$ is expressed as $$\begin{array}{cl}
{F_{\gamma_{e2e,k}}\left( z \right)} & {= \Pr\left( \min\left( \gamma_{{SR}_{k}},\gamma_{R_{k}D} \right) < z \right)} \\
 & {= \Pr\left( \min\left( \Psi_{R},\Psi_{D}g_{R_{k}D} \right)g_{{SR}_{k}} < z \right)} \\
 & {= \underset{P_{1}}{\underset{︸}{\Pr\left( \Psi_{R}\leq\Psi_{D}g_{R_{k}D},\Psi_{R}g_{{SR}_{k}}<z \right)}} + \underset{P_{2}}{\underset{︸}{\Pr\left( \Psi_{R}>\Psi_{D}g_{R_{k}D},\Psi_{D}g_{{SR}_{k}}g_{R_{k}D}<z \right)}}} \\
\end{array}$$

Using Equations ([11](#FD11-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([12](#FD12-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), $P_{1}$ is calculated as $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{1} & {= \Pr{(g_{R_{k}D} \geq \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}})}\Pr{(g_{{SR}_{k}} < \frac{z}{\Psi_{R}})}} \\
 & {= \left( {1 - F_{g_{R_{k}D}}\left( \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}} \right)} \right)F_{g_{{SR}_{k}}}\left( \frac{z}{\Psi_{R}} \right)} \\
 & {= \left( {1 - e^{- \frac{z}{\Psi_{R}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}}}} \right)e^{- \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}}}} \\
\end{array}$$

By using the conditional probability, $P_{2}$ is calculated as $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{2} & {= \Pr\left( {g_{{SR}_{k}} < \frac{z}{\Psi_{D}x}|g_{R_{k}D} = x,x < \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}}} \right)} \\
 & {= \int\limits_{0}^{\Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D}}\Pr\left( {g_{{SR}_{k}} < \frac{z}{\Psi_{D}x}} \right)f_{g_{R_{k}D}}\left( x \right)dx} \\
\end{array}$$

With the helps of Equations ([11](#FD11-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([12](#FD12-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we obtain $P_{2}$ as $$\begin{array}{cl}
P_{2} & {= \int\limits_{0}^{\Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D}}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{z}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}x}}} \right)\frac{1}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}e^{- \frac{x}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}}dx} \\
 & {= 1 - e^{- \frac{\Psi_{R}}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{R_{k}D}}} - \frac{1}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}\int\limits_{0}^{\Psi_{R}/\Psi_{D}}e^{- \frac{z}{\Psi_{D}\lambda_{{SR}_{k}}x} - \frac{x}{\lambda_{R_{k}D}}}dx} \\
\end{array}$$

Plugging Equations ([C2](#FD38-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([C4](#FD40-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into Equation ([C1](#FD37-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we obtain the CDF of $\gamma_{e2e,k}$ as in Equation ([25](#FD25-sensors-16-00295){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

![A dual-hop decode-and-forward cooperative network with *K* energy harvesting relays.](sensors-16-00295-g001){#sensors-16-00295-f001}

![The time slot structure of power splitting mechanism for energy harvesting and signal forwarding at the relays using decode-and-forward protocol.](sensors-16-00295-g002){#sensors-16-00295-f002}

![Convergence of the approximation for the outage probabilities with $K = 3$, $\rho = 0.3$, $\mathcal{P}_{S}\mspace{600mu} = \mspace{600mu} 10$ dB, and $\mathcal{R}_{th} = 2$ bits/s/Hz.](sensors-16-00295-g003){#sensors-16-00295-f003}

![Exact analytical results, the approximation of the analytical results, and the simulation results of the outage probabilities with $N_{terms} = 3$, $K = 3$, $\rho = 0.3$, and $\mathcal{R}_{th} = 2$ bits/s/Hz.](sensors-16-00295-g004){#sensors-16-00295-f004}

![Outage probability $P_{out}$ *versus* the power splitting ratio *ρ* for different values of the number of relays *K* with $\mathcal{P}_{S} = 10$ dB, and $\mathcal{R}_{th} = 3$ bits/s/Hz.](sensors-16-00295-g005){#sensors-16-00295-f005}

![Outage probability $P_{out}$ *versus* the *x*-coordinate of the relays $x_{R}$ for different values of the number of relays *K* with $\rho = 0.3$, $\mathcal{P}_{S} = 10$ dB, and $\mathcal{R}_{th} = 3$ bits/s/Hz.](sensors-16-00295-g006){#sensors-16-00295-f006}

![Outage probability $P_{out}$ *versus* the target data rate $\mathcal{R}_{th}$ (bits/z/Hz) for different values of the number of relays *K* with $\rho = 0.3$, and $\mathcal{P}_{S} = 10$ dB.](sensors-16-00295-g007){#sensors-16-00295-f007}

![The outage probability (OP) of partial relay selection (PRS) scheme $P_{out}^{PRS}$ *versus* the power splitting ratio *ρ* for different values of the target data rate $\mathcal{R}_{th}$ with $x_{R} = 0.4$, $\mathcal{P}_{S} = 10$ dB, and $K = 3$ relays. The solid lines represent the OP of the PRS scheme in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks. The dashed lines represent the OP of the PRS scheme in conventional cooperative networks.](sensors-16-00295-g008){#sensors-16-00295-f008}

![The OP of PRS scheme $P_{out}^{ORS}$ *versus* the power splitting ratio *ρ* for different values of the target data rate $\mathcal{R}_{th}$ with $\mathcal{P}_{S} = 10$ dB, and $K = 3$ relays. The solid lines represent the OP of the ORS scheme in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks. The dashed lines represent the OP of the ORS scheme in conventional cooperative networks.](sensors-16-00295-g009){#sensors-16-00295-f009}

![Outage probability $P_{out}^{PRS}$ of the PRS scheme *versus* the transmit power of the source $\mathcal{P}_{S}$ for different values of the number of relays *K* with $\rho = 0.3$, and $\mathcal{R}_{th} = 3$ bits/s/Hz. The solid lines represent the OP of the PRS scheme in wireless energy harvesting cooperative networks. The dashed lines represent the OP of the PRS scheme in conventional cooperative networks.](sensors-16-00295-g010){#sensors-16-00295-f010}
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